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Abstract 
Recently, several results bounding above the diameter and/or the mean distance of a graph 
from its eigenvalues have been presented. They use the eigenvalues of either the adjacency or 
the Laplacian matrix of the graph. The main object of this paper is to compare both methods. 
As expected, they are equivalent for regular graphs. However, the situation is different for non- 
regular graphs: While no method has a definite advantage when bounding above the diameter, 
the use of the Laplacian matrix seems better when dealing with the mean distance. This last 
statement follows from improved bounds on the mean distance obtained in the paper. @ 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Recently, several results bounding above the diameter of a graph from the eigen- 
values of either the adjacency matrix or the Laplacian matrix of the graph have ap- 
peared in the literature. Using the adjacency matrix, we cite Chung [3], Samak [17], 
Quenell [14], Delorme and Sole [5] and Van Dam and Haemers [18]. The Laplacian 
matrix has been used by Alon and Milman [l], Mohar [13] (who also deals with the 
mean distance of a graph) and Chung, Faber and Manteuffel [4]. 
Most of the former results admit the following unified presentation: Let ,I0 > 1, > . 
>& be the distinct eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix A of a regular graph r of 
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order n and diameter D(P), and let P be a real polynomial. Then, 
P(Ao)> lIPlIz& - l)*D(P)<dgrP, (1) 
where ~~P~~m = maxiGigd{lP(&)]}. The proof basically works as in [3,5]: The left- 
hand side inequality causes the matrix P(A) to have all its entries different from zero, 
so that there must exist a path of length ddgr P between any two vertices of the 
graph, and this gives the bound on D(T) in the righthand side. 
The formulation in (1) suggests that, to optimize the results, the discrete nature of 
the problem should be faced, looking for the polynomials that maximize the quotient 
P( no)/ (I P 11 oo. Or, alternatively, maximizing P( 10) when the considered polynomials 
are normalized by IIPJI, = 1. This has been done by Fiol, Garriga and the second 
author of this paper [6], for not necessarily regular graphs, introducing the alternating 
polynomials Pk of degree k <d - 1. We collect here some of its main properties, 
referring the reader to [6,1 l] for a more detailed study: 
?? There is a unique k-alternating polynomial Pk for each k, 0 <k d d - 1; 
??Po(hJ)= l<Pl(&)< ‘.. <Pd_,(&). 
??Pk takes k + 1 alternating values fl at {Ai, &, . . . , Ad}, starting with Pk(ni) = 1 and 
ending with Pk(&) = (-l)k. 
?? There are explicit formulae for Po( = l), Pi, PI, and P&i, while the other polyno- 
mials can be computed by solving a linear programing problem (for instance by the 
simplex method). 
In terms of the alternating polynomial, and for not necessarily regular graphs, (1) 
becomes 
Pk(&)> l(v1(2 - 1 =+-D(r)dk, (2) 
where v is the normalized positive eigenvector, i.e., the eigenvector corresponding to 
;le with smallest component equal to one. In the case of regular graphs, u =j, the all-l 
vector, and this simplifies to 
Pk(ilO)>n - 1 *D(T)dk. (3) 
The procedure to bound above the diameter of a graph from its eigenvalues and 
II (or ((u((~ when the graph is not regular) is the following: Compute the alternating 
polynomials and their values at is. Since D <d is always true, we have D ,< k, where 
k is the smallest value, 1 <k <d - 1, for which the inequality Pk(&) > n - 1 (or 
Pk(&)> ]]u]j2 - 1) holds. All eigenvalues are involved in this procedure. Its main 
drawback is that the bound is not explicit. 
Similar results holds for the Laplacian matrix. Recall that the Laplacian matrix of a 
graph r is the matrix L = A -A, where A = diag(&, 62,. . . , d,,, ) and 6i is the degree of 
its ith vertex. Alternatively, the Laplacian matrix can be defined as L = CCT, where C 
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is the incidence matrix of an orientation of r, see Biggs [2]. A comprehensive survey 
of the properties and applications of the Laplacian matrix can be found in Mohar [ 121. 
For instance, L has eigenvalues ~0 = 0 < ~1 < . . <p,,, and the (simple) eigenvalue 
~0 = 0 has eigenvector j, regardless of the graph being regular or not. (When the 
graph is regular of degree 6, we have L = 6Z- A and therefore b = d and p/ = 6 - &, 
0616d.) 
Moreover, notice that L can be seen as the adjacency matrix of a weighted 
pseudograph, obtained from r by giving weight -1 to its edges and adding a loop to 
each vertex of weight equal to the degree of the vertex. Therefore, as when using the 
adjacency matrix, if for a polynomial Q, the matrix Q(L) has all its entries different 
from zero, there must exist a path of length <dgr P between any two vertices of the 
graph. This leads to the analogue of (2): 
Qk(O)>n - 1 =+D(T)<k, (4) 
where Qk is now the alternating polynomial computed on the non-zero eigenvalues 
of L. 
The procedure to bound above the diameter of a graph from its Laplacian 
eigenvalues and n is analogous as above: Compute the alternating polynomials Qk 
and their values at 0. Since D < b is always true, we have D d k, where k is the 
smallest value, 1 <k <b - 1, for which the inequality Qk(O) > n - 1 holds. 
Thus, a first question comes to light: Which matrix leads to better results? We 
first remark that for regular graphs both methods are equivalent. Indead, 
since PL[= lo - 21, 0 <I dd, we obtain Q&L) = Pk(Ao - p), and in particular Qk(O) = 
Pk(&). For nonregular graphs this no longer holds. In Section 2 we compare both 
methods for bounding the diameter. 
Section 3 is devoted to an analogous study for the mean distance of a graph. 
Upperbounds from the two matrices under consideration are obtained and compared. 
We also compare our bounds with those given by Mohar in [ 131. 
We begin by stating some additional terminology. Let r = (V,E) be a simple and 
connected graph, of order 1 V/ = n. The distance between two vertices vi, u, E V(T) 
is denoted by a(u;,vj). For any Obk<D, let rk(ui) denote the set of vertices at 
distance k from ri: 
Tk(Ui) = {U E V(T): d(U, Vi)= k}. 
In particular, ri (vi) = T(ri ) is the set of vertices adjacent to ri and its cardinality 
(T(u~)( = @vi) = d; is the degree of vertex ui. 
The k-excess of a vertex ui is 
ek(q)=j{uE V(T): a<u,ut)>k}\=a - ,$oIrdui)I 
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and the k-excess of r is 
2. Diameter 
We want to compare the methods based in using (2) and (4) for non-regular graphs. 
A possible way is to compare the two quotients Pk(;la)/(/u1/* - 1) and Qk(O)/(n - 1). 
Since no general result seems to hold, we can compare them for different graphs. 
In particular, if for some graph and some k one is greater than 1 while the other is 
not, the two methods will lead to different upper bounds for the diameter of the graph. 
Example 2.1. The graph (a) of Fig. 1 obtained by joining one vertex to the graph 
K2 x K4 has Laplacian eigenvalues 
po=o, p1=3, p2=5, p3=7, p4=9 
from which we get Q2(1) = 12/4 - 3;1+ $ and Qs(1) = - 13/6 - 3A2 - 101/61+ 29. 
Since Q2(0) = 31/4<n - 1 = 8 <Qs(O) = 29, (4) only gives D(r)<3. On the other 
hand, the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix and the positive eigenvector are 
lo=2+2&, I,=2, &=O, i3=2-2&, &=-2, 
u = (l,l,l, 1,1,1,1,1,2&-2) 
from which we obtain Pi(&) = 1 + &< llu112 - 1 = 9.14 <&(&) = 13.92 and therefore 
(2) gives D(r)<2. 
Example 2.2. The graph (b) of Fig, 1 has Laplacian eigenvalues 
po=o, cL,=3-v5, /l2=2, /ls=4, p4=3+& 
Fig. 1 
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from which we can obtain $&(A) = il* - 62 + 7 and thus Q*(O) = 7 >n - 1 = 5. Then 
(4) leads to D(T) <2. On the other hand, its adjacency matrix has eigenvalues 
;1 =1+fl 
0- 2 ’ 
/I, =l, &-1 
2 ’ 




2’ 5 2 
and positive eigenvector u= (2,2,5/&, 1,1,5/&) so that ()u11* = 16.41. Since for the 
alternating polynomials we have P2(Ao) = 11.37 and P3(A0)=48.34, (2) only gives 
D(T)63. 
Note that these two examples already show that no definite advantage can be obtained 
by using one of the two matrices under consideration. 
In order to judge the accuracy of (2) Fiol, Garriga and the second author of this pa- 
per explored those graphs satisfying Pk(&) = lla]\* - 1, which were called k-boundary 
graphs in [8,9]. In particular, the (d - 1 )-boundary graphs are called boundary graphs 
for short. It was shown that there are boundary graphs which diameter D 6d - 1, but 
there are also such graphs with spectrally maximum diameter D = d, which are called 
extremul. The case Qk(O) = n - 1 was studied by the first author of this paper in [ 161, 
where both cases were also compared. Roughly speaking, it was shown that some ba- 
sic properties of laplacian k-boundary graphs only have its adjacency analogous in the 
regular case and that some other properties of adjacency k-boundary graphs have no 
laplacian analogous. For small diameters it was shown that: The class of the laplacian 
extremal boundary graphs of diameter D = 2 strictly contains the analogous class for 
the adjacency matrix, and that the only regular extremal boundary graphs of diameter 
D = 3 are the so-called Taylor graphs. 
3. Mean distance 
The mean distance D,(T) of a graph r is the average of all distances betwen distinct 
vertices of r. In other words: Let bk(u)= 1 U,k_,~~(u)~ and S(u)= Cf=‘=, k(bk(o) - 
&-l(u)). Then 
D,(T)= 2 c 
n(n - l) IEY(l-) 
S(u). 
It was shown by Mohar in [ 131 that the mean distance of a graph r of order n can 
be bounded above by 
Dm(r)bL A +PI 
n-l 
-ln(n-1) +h , 
4Pl 1 > (5) 
where A denote the maximum degree of r and ~1 is its second smallest Laplacian 
eigenvalue. 
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We begin our study by giving an upper bound for D,(T) in terms of the number 
b + 1 of Laplacian eigenvalues of r. 
Theorem 3.1. Let b+ 1 be the number of Laplacian eigenvalues of a graph r = (V, E) 
of order ) VI = n. Then, 
In particular, if r is a-regular, then 
6(b - 1) 
WJ36b - n-l. 
(6) 
Proof. Let ek(U)=n - bk(u) be the k-excess of the vertex u E V(T). Then by 
Lemma 3.1 of [13] we have 
D-l 
S(u)= C ek(u). 
k=O 
Hence, 
S(u) = ____ ’ c zek@) 
n(n - 1) 
UEY(T) k=O 
<1+ D-1 C et(U). 
n(n - l) &V(f) 
Since el (a) = n - 1 - 6(u), we obtain 
(8) 
D,(T) 6 1+ (n - 1 - 6(u)) 
< b - b-l c 6(u), 
n(n - l) UEY(T) 
from which the stated results follow. 0 
An analogous result for the adjacency matrix is obtained by replacing in the above 
formulae the number b + 1, of different Laplacian eigenvalues, by the number d + 1 of 
different adjacency eigenvalues. We recall, as we can see in the Example 3.2, that in 
the non-regular case b and d may be different. Obviously, the best bound is obtained 
with the matrix that has the smallest number of eigenvalues as the following examples 
show. 
Example 3.2. The graph P=P3 x PJ shown in Fig. 2 has mean distance D,(T) = 2 
and the bound of Mohar gives D,(r)<3.93. Using the adjacency matrix we have 
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Fig. 3 
d = 4 and therefore D,(Q63, while using the Laplacian matrix we have b = 5 and 
then &(T) ~3.66. 
Example 3.3. The graph of Fig. 3 has mean distance D,(T) = 1.75 and the bound of 
Mohar gives D,(T)<3.937. Using the Laplacian matrix we have b =4 and therefore 
D,(r)<2.75, while using the adjacency matrix we have d = 5 and then D,(r)<3.33. 
However, using the Laplacian matrix, we can improve the above bounds from bounds 
on the k-excess of r. Indeed, it follows from (8) that bounds on the k-excess of r 
lead to bounds on its mean distance. It was shown in [ 15,161 that 
n(n - 1) 
ek(T) d Q;(o) + n - 1. (9) 
Theorem 3.4. Let Qk be the k-alternating polynomial defined over the Laplacian 
eigenvalues of a graph r of order n. Then, 
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Proof. By (8) and (9) we have 
D&-)=1 c y 1 
D-I 
n(n - 1) e/f(u) d - UEV(l-) k=O n-l a n(n - 1) k=O Q:<o>+n- 1 1 
and using (4) we conclude the proof. 0 
Example 3.5. The graph P = P3 x P3 has mean distance D,(T) = 2 and Laplacian 
eigenvalues 
from which we get Q(O)= 1.4, &(0)=3.28, Q3(0)=7.4 and Q4(0)=25. Then, by 
the above theorem, D,(T) d 2.375. 
Example 3.6. The graph of Fig. 3 has mean distance Dm(T) = 1.75 and Laplacian 
eigenvalues 
/&-loo, p,=l, ,U2=3, ~3=4, /~~=6 
from which we get Qr (0) = 1.4, Q2(0) = 3 and Q3(0) = s. Then, by the above theorem, 
D,(T) G2.25. 
This improvement might not be accomplished using the adjacency matrix, for 
ll~l12(llul12 - ) 
ek(r)G P@J) + lllp - 1 
leads to 
l1412wl12 - 1) 
P/&b) + 11412 - 1 (10) 
and for non-regular graphs, the fact that IJu(12 >n will usually lead to larger bounds. 
(For P= P3 x P3, we only get D,(r)<4.37.) 
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